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Members of the Murray State rodeo team
say there's just something about the
sport that keeps them climbing back in
the saddle, SA.

I

Head to thenews.org
throughout Christmas break
for instant stats and
updates of the Murray State
vs. University of Missouri
game Dec. 13.

The men's and women's basketball
teams hit the road tomorrow to face
Morehead State University in their second OVC conference game, 18.
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University prepares for enrollment growth
University can acconunodate more students
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

Call of Fame
Most students occa·
sionally hit the
snooze button, but
this Is ridiculous.
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Face Off
Is the government's
latest bailout a wise
economic decision?
Look inside.
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date, if need be," Dunn said.
He said the University can
support the growth with the
extra tuition dollars 500 students will bring.
When final enrollment numbers were released in early
November, the University
reported student enrollment
totaled 10,023 students.
"We're very happy to have
met the lO,OOO mark." Dunn
said. "That's what we were really shooting to have happen
because the numbers have been
dropping slightly each year, and
we were able to steady that tide
a little bit this year and stay
above 10,000."
He said some areas of enrollment, such as new freshmen,
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working list of-y
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Check out the
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graduate program and international students, are up from Last
year. He said regional campus
enrollment is also up.
Dunn said since the majority
of enrollment management
changes were not made until
August, these current numbers
do not reflect the most recent
efforts. He said he is confident
in the abilities of the Enrollment
Management's office.
Said Dunn: "So as far a building for the future and getting
ourselves in a position to meet
that 12x12 goal four years from
now, I think things look pretty
good."
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

State considers more cuts
Ashley Edwards
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Though this year's enrollment
numbers experienced a slight
decline, efforts are on track for
change in the 2009-2010 fiscal '
year and Murray State is ready
to accommodate students as
numbers grow.
University President Randy
Dunn said enrollment numbers
have to grow by about 500 students a year for the next four
years to meet the Ux12 initiative.
"That's going to be tough, but
the changes we've put in place

in enrollment management, and
the strength of some of the numbers we've seen already this fall
... tell u.s we're on the right
path," Dunn said.
Dunn said the largest impact
more students will bring to campus is an increased number of
courses offered.
"That's where the rubber hits
the road in accommodating 500
more students coming in if
we're fortunate enough to meet
that point," Dunn said.
Dunn said overcrowding in
University housing could bring
another change. He said if that
happens, the University may

look
at
reworking
housing con·
tracts so only
freshmen are
required to
live on campus.
"There is
enough
stuRandy Dunn
dent housing
University
stock in town
President
that it's our
belief that everyone can be
housed," Dunn said.
If enrollment goals are met
for the next fiscal year, he said
the University may also add
more Summer Orientation sessions.
"We're ready to accommo-

After making significant cuts to University programs last year following a
state-wide budget crisis, University President Randy Dunn said .more cuts are possible. He said the University will likely
.have to dip into reserve funds to repay
the state about $2J million budgeted for
the current fiscal year now needed to
make up for the state budget shortfall
which was recently predicted at about
$456 million.
"We're losing potentially lO percent of
the appropriation over the past two budget cycles," Dunn said.
Following a conference call with Gov.
Steve Beshear last week, Dunn said all
Kentucky public universities were asked
to put together an impact plan for the
potential 4 percent cuts this year, as well
as next, on university campuses.
Dunn said the majority of universities
are looking to reserve funds to pay back
the 4 percent state appropriation rescission for the current fiscal year. Dunn said
this will prevent Murray State from having to make any cuts during the school
year and will leave about $5.4 million in
reserve funds.
As for planning a budget with a 4 percent cut for next year. Dunn said he met
with University vice presidents Monday
to come up with a working list of tentative cuts they presented to the Council
for Postsecondary Education, before
passing it on to Beshear today.
The working list proposes pay cuts.
scholarship reallocations, restructuring
of programs, elimination of faculty and
staff positions, (eduction in operations,
development and travel funding, can·
celled maintenence contracts and the

Staff writer

Graphic by Joe Duncan/The Ne w$

possibility of closing an extended campus. For the second year in a row University employees may not receive a pay
increase. Faculty workload and class size
would also increase.
"These are going to be some severe
cuts that we're looking at for this University," Dunn said. "We went through last
year ... and took about $2 million in cuts
that we thought we could get by with
without drastically impacting core services ... and now we're being asked to
come back and at least prepare the list to
be ready to do this again."
Dunn said the University will try to
avoid any cuts that might hinder the core
academics and services Murray State
offers. He said construction projects on
campus won't be effected because they
are funded by outside sources.
If the 4 percent cuts become necessary,
Dunn said opportunities will arise in the
spring to discuss the cuts and make
changes before the Board of Regents
would have to approve the list.
"Now it could be that none of these
cuts for next year will come to pass,"
Dunn said. "What the Governor wants to
do is take all of these plans ... and come
up with a master plan ... to determine
how he ultimately addresses this."

Dunn said an increase in tuition is also
possible, though it is unlikely the tuition
increase would make up for the entire 4
percent cut and the increase would only
cover the state appropriation reduction
without covering any increase in fixed
rates such as utilities and health insurance premiums. (Check out the sidebar
for more information on a potential
tuition increase.)
"Things could happen that prevent us
from having to put these into effect,"
Dunn said. "We're going to be free to
change these plans ... and this thing could
take a very different appearance by the
time we get to the point late spring where
the Board passes next year's budget."
Dunn said he would like to see the budget shortfall faU on the shoulders of the
General Assembly to increase taxes to
help offset education cuts.
"I think there's going to be a great deal
of pressure that comes to the General
Assembly this spring to figure out how to
get more revenue to the Commonwealth." Dunn said. "I'm not sure how
you can ignore it given the bad impact
that a lot of these cost-reduction plans
are going to have."
Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleyb.edwards@murraystate.edu.

Last year, the Board of Regents
approved several program and budget
cuts in response to decreased finding
from the state. The question on many students' minds duripg this economic recession is 'will tuition rise next year?'
The Board of Regents Tuition Task
Force met Nov. 20 with Provost Gary
Brockway proposing a per-credit hour
tuition model.
Currently students pay $239.50 per
credit hour up to 12 hours. With the percredit tuition model, students would have
to pay for additional hours past the U·
hour limit.
Brockway said the model will help the
University's finances and provide a better
option for part-time students. Graduation
requires UO credit hours.
Full-time students graduating in eight
semesters at the current credit-hour rate
pay $22,992 for tuition. Part-time students
taking UO hours take more than eight
semesters and would nave to pay $28,740.
Regents also discussed other universities using the per-credit hour tuition
model such as Morehead State University,
Southeast Missouri State University, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga and
Illinois State University.
University President Randy Dunn said
officials must raise tuition to keep the services and programs that attract students
to Murray State in the f~tst place, though
he did not give his opinion on per-credit
hours rates.
"You can't be the best and the cheapest
at the same time," Dunn said. "Murray
State University can't sustain both."
Amanda Crider can be reached at
amanda.crider@murraystate.edu.
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The Outstanding Senior Woman for
December 2008 graduation is Allie
Haertling, a marketing major from
Nashville, Ill.
"I did not expect it at all," Haertling
said. "It's an amazing honor. I'm still in a
state of shock about it."
Haertling participates in a variety of
activities at the University. She serves as
a resident adviser and residential college
council member for White College. She
previously served as president of Alpha
Kappa Psi business fraternity and is a
member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars. Murray First United
Methodist Church also benefits from her

involvement in the
children's
ministry
and choir.
"I'm really involved
in not only campus
(activities) but also
the community," she
said.
Haertling studied
abroad
a semester in
Allie
fall 2006 in RegensHaertling burg, Germany, and
Outstanding interned at the $hersenior woman win-Williams Company in Paducah, Ky.
Participants in the Dec. 13 commencement ceremony have the opportunity to
listen to words of wisdom from
Haertliog, who said she bas already

changed her speech four times.
"It's very nerve-wracking (to make a
speech)," she said. "I enjoy public speaking; what doesn't kill you makes you
stronger."
After graduation, Haertling said she
plans to join the work force immediately.
She starts a full-time position with the
Sherwin-Williams Company in Paducah
two days after graduation.
Haertling said she won't forget her
time at Murray State. She said her memories of life at the University are unforget·
table.
"It's been an overall great experience,"
she said. "1 don't regret anything. 1'11 miss
the people the most (and just) going out
and having fun."
For students who wish to one day

obtain the honor of Outstanding Senior,
Haertling offered some suggestions.
"Get involved as much as you can and
enjoy it," she said. "Definitely get
involved in the community. I love giving
back to the community."
No Outstanding Senior Man was
selected for December graduation. The
Outstanding Senior Man and Woman are
selected from those accepted into Who's
Who Among Colleges and Universities.
Fifty-three seniors were selected as
Who's Who honorees this year.
The Outstanding Senior Woman
announcement occurred at the Senior
Breakfast yesterday, where many seniors
received various honors.
Megan Locke can be reached at
megan.locke@murraystate.edu.

News Editor: Mia Walters
Assistant News Editor: Robin Phelps
Phone: 809-4468
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This week
a.m. Law
Test: ends at 2 p.m.
•6 P4 Uve Nativity; E)ijlo Cen·
ter, free and open to the public
-6:30 p4 Madrigal Dinner; Ord·
way Hall; tidets sold in Pric~
Doyle Fine Arts Center room 5()4

UIL

IU~~=

Dec. 17
p.11). .....• "".''"

tu>TVtl"il"'

Currls Center
free

•2 p4 String Preparatory Pro·
gram Recital; Price Doyle Per!ormiDg Arts Hall. free
*9 p.m. Mldniglu Breakfast:
Winslow Dining Hall; ends at U:30
p.m., free

t:•,.ru~rsll

·7 p.m. Women's
basketball vs.
Alabama A&M;
RSEC, free

InfiOrDIUI·I

don Sesflion; Alexander Hall
240
•2:30 p.m. MyGate Web
Entry Session: Alexander
room240
· • p4 MyGate Leave
Session; Ale::<ander Hall room

•PIDall Schedule
8

ura. · 8:30 MWF Cluses

10'30 I.JJl. • 0·12:15 a.m. TTH Classes
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 MWF Classes
Night • Monday Evening Classes
fil!l phntn

Coming Up
a.m. MyGate --·.,---,..... 11111nrm:a.
Session; Alexander Hall room 240
a.m. MyGate Approvals Session;
exander Hall room 240
p4 MyGate Web Time Entrr SesAlexander Hall room 240
p4 MyGatc Leave Reports Ses·
Alexander Hall room 240

a.m.

a.m. .......-ou..'"'' A.on:rov·ats !>eSIU01tl;l

lVlV"'aJ[e

Session.; Alexander Hall room ,240
•10 a.m. MyGate General Information
Session; Ale~ander Hall room 240
•1 P4 MyGate Leave Reports Session:
Alexander Hall room 240
•2:30 p.m. MyGate Approvals Session;
Alexander Hall room 240

Alaalld.e1HaD

•10 a.m. MyGate Web Time Entry

alon: A.lexallder Hall room '240
•1 p.m. MyGate Approvals Sessioit:l
Alexander Hall room 240
•2:30 p4 MyGate Leave Reports
sion: Alexander Hall room 240

I•FiJM!s Schedule

•Fi.n.alJ Schedule

•Jrlaalt Schedale

• 9:30 MWF Classes
uv~N .~un. • U:30 MWF Classes

8 a.m. - 9:30 - 10:45 TTH Clas$tl
10'.30 a.m. • WO MWF Classes

8 a.m. • 8 • 9:JS TIH and 4:30 MWF
10'.30 a.m. • 10'.30 MWF Classes
1:30 p.m. ·1!30 MWF Classes
·lbUisday
Classes

;12:30 ·1:4S 1TH Classes
Evening Classes

1:30 p.m. - 2 • 3::i5 lTH Classes
·Wednesday Evening Clas~

•Dec. 13: Commencement Ceremony;
RSEC; 10 a.m.
•Oec.19: Women's basketball vs. Hous·
ton Baptist RSEC; 7 p.m. free

•Dec. 24 • Jan. 1: Holiday Break; all
offices closed

If you would like an event
to appear in the This Week
section, fill out a form in the
Murray State News office at
lll Wilson Hall, fax to 8093175 or e-mail information to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by
Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee all items
received will be published.

Police Beat

.

:Nov. 26
' 12:13 p.m. A caller from the
·,North Farm requested an officer unlock a gate for a contractor to retrieve equipment. The
officer was unable to assist the
caller because he or she did not
have a key to the gate.
10:13 a.m. A Racer Patrol officer
north of Waterfield Library
reported an occupied vehicle.
The driver was waiting to pick
someone up.

Nov. 28
9".27 a.m. A caller from the Oakley Applied Science building
reported water was dripping
from the second floor into the
first floor hallway. Central
Plant was notified.
8:39 p.m. The Mayfield Police
' Department asked Murray
t State Police to try to locate a
· missing person. t
: 8:43 p.m. A caller from the Roy
• Stewart Stadium parking lot
!;eported three people looking
! inside parked vehicles. An offi-

....
'

..

~~~--

cer told the people to leave
campus. An officer took a
report.

Nov. 29
12:08 a.m. Murray State Police
at North 16th Street and Shroat
Drive issued a written warning
for :speeding and not having a
driver's license.
8:42 a.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
said a helicopter would Land
within 30 minutes. Officers
were notified.
10:39 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer at the Lutheran
Church parking lot checked on
two people inside a vehicle. An
officer
said
everything
appeared normal.

Nov. 30
12:09 a.m. Kentucky State
Police Post 1 in Mayfield noti&
fled Murray State Police of a
perlton in connection with a
theft and credit card fraud
case.

2:41 a.m. A Murray State Police
officer brought a juvenile to
Public Safety who admitted to
taking a bicycle from campus.
An officer took a report for
theft by unlawful taking less
than $300. The bicycle was
recovered and placed on the
bike rack at Public Safety.
3:42p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported a vehicle was
broken into the previous night.
An officer took a report for
theft less than $300.

Dec. I
10:28 p.m. .Murray State Police
at Public Safety issued a cita·
tion to Ti'Erica McKinney,
junior from Paducah, Ky., for
theft by unlawful taking more
than $300 and theft by unlaw·
ful taking less than $300.
11:10 a.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported
stolen property. An officer
topk a report for theft QY
unlawful taking Jess than $300.
12:24 a.m. A caller from New
Clark College reported a stolen

Murray State parking decal. An
officer took a report for theft
by unlawful taking less than
$300.
2:45p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported a vehicle was broken
into while parked in the lot. An
officer took a report.

Dec.2
9:36a.m. Murray State Police at
Horton's Lock Shop arrested
Salvador C. Alvarez, nonstudent from Murray. for posses·
sion of a police radio, marijuana and drug paraphernalia. An
officer took a report.
4:28 p.m. A resident adviser
from Franklin College reported
a dumpster on the east side of
building was on ftre. Murray
Fire Department, Central
Plant, the Office of Environmental Safety and Health and
the state fire marshal were
notified. The fire \Walt .started
by cigarette butts in the dumpster.
5:33p.m. The residence dircc-

Nov. 28
7:37 a.m. A caller from College Courts reported
an alarm clock sounding in the 700.block
sounds every morning .at 7 a.m. and continues
for four hours. The caller said no one was home.
The resident director on call was notified.
tor at Hester College reported
a poster on the fourth floor
with burn marks. Murray Fire
Department, the state fire marshal and the Office of Environ·
mental Safety and Health were
notified. An officer took a
report.

Dec.3
3:57 p.m. A caller from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
reported four male juveniles
throwing objects at passer:sby.
The people were gone upon
officer's arrival.
5:28 p4/'J. caller from the east
side of Franklin College
reported burning leaves inside
a dumpster. Murray Fire
Department found no fire ,
smoke or burn marks. Central

Plant was asked to clean up the
mess. The state fire marshal
and the Office Environmental
Safety and Health were notified. An officer took a report.
10:35 p.m. A caller from the
Curris Center reported people
trying to snow board down the
hill south of the foot bridge
above Chestnut Street. The
people were gone upon offi·
ccr's arrival.
Motorist assists - 0
.Racer escorts • 2
Arrests- 1

Assistant News Editor Robin
compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispat(·hed calls are listed.
P.he.lp.~

.................................................................................................
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Book Buy Back
Fri., Dec. 5 • 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Mon. - Thurs., Dec. 8 - 11 • 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Sat., Dec. 8 • 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Fri., Dec. 12 • 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Sun., Dec. 7 • 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Sat. Dec., 13 • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Bring them Back!
Whether used on this campus or not.
We buy all titles having resale market value .
University Bookstore • 2nd Floor • Curris Center
809-4388 or 1-800-749-8580

Spring 2009 Pre-Packaged Textbook Service
All we need is your prepackage textbook order form and your
books can be pre-packaged and ready for pickup on Jan. 91
<www.murraystate.edu> then simply click on " Bookstore"
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Students advocate drug reform, join organization.
..

Mia Walters

long as their actions do not infringe upon anyone else's freedoms ur safety."
Heflin, Casey and several other Murray State
students attended SSDP's lOth annual confer·
ence, Connect the Dots, at the University of
Maryland Nov. 21·23.
"We're really trying to light the stereotype as
well," Casey said. "Since <Barack) Obama was
elected, people have been inspired to do more.
We started by going to the conference, and
now have plans to do more things on campus
and take more trips.''
· Heflin said the Murray State chapter ofSSDP
start by the end of this semester. It will show a
film in the Curris Center Theater at S p.m.
Monday. A discussion will follow the film's
viewing.
"It's totally legal to come," Casey said. "We
invite people to come express their opinions,
and we welcome negative feedback. We urge
people to come, pro or con. "
Casey said the group plans to hold several
activities on campus next semester. including a
forum and a debate and it hopes to bring a
.s peaker to campus. For more information. contact Heflin at jarrick.hcflin@murraystate.edu,
or Casey at weird.theatrc.kid@gmail.com.
Mia Walters c;m bt• reached at
milt.wa/ters@murraystate.cdu.

News Editor
Marijuana was George Washington's cash
crop, and Queen Victoria used it for menstrual
pains, according to Jarrick Heflin, but it has a
whole new !'itercotype today.
Heflin, sophomore from Russl•llville, Ky.,
and AJ Casey, senior from Henderson, Ky., are
two on the 20 Murray State students who are
making a campus chapter of the Students for a
Sensible Drug Policy.
The SSDP is comprised of student chapters
around the world, with the mission, according
to SSDP.org, is to "mobilize and empower
young pl'ople to participate in the political
process. pushing for sensible policies to
achieve a safer and more just future."
"A lot of people laugh and think we're just a
bunch of hippies doing the whole legalize marijuana thing," Heflin said. "But really we are
worried about drug reform laws. related to
medicinal usc and legalization on a federal
level. We know it is a crime, but we think there
are changes to be made."
According to its Web site, the SSDP advocates helping those with drug problems, but
also "that individuals must ultimately be
allowed to mnke decisions for themselves as

students for Sensb! Drug Policy a<Mx:ate drug reform by joining international orqaization.
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809·5873

Our view

Proposed bootcamp for writers
Proposal for new freshman composition course encourages student writing
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Much of ENG 101 and 102's content varies
based on what instructors decide to teach.
Murray State faculty recently developed a
proposal which will benefit student academics. Through the proposed ENG lOS course,
instructors are responsible for teaching con·
tent previously covered in two semesters will
now teach students to write on a college level
in a single semester of 4 hours.
At first, the combination of two freshmenlevel composition classes into a single, fou,rhour course may at first seem like a way for
Murray State students to sprint through their
English requirements.
But avoid thinking of ENG lOS as only half

as challenging as 101 and 102. Essentially, ENG
105 looks to combine the content of two com·
position courses into the span of half the typical allotted time.
But for aU the rigor, ENG 105 will actually
prepare students to enter upper-level classes.
Whereas instructors often backtrack to ade·
quately cover material forgotten by students
or overlooked by previous professors, ENG
105 will teach composition skills in a single
pass.
In this case, students wilJ experience
increased retention of information and only
have to sit through about half of the content
covered by both ENG 101 and 102.
In ENG 101, students submit a total of 12
pages of formal written work and in ENG 102,

that number increases to 14. ENG 105 boasts a
logical 25 pages of written work over the
semester - slightly less than the actual sum of
the two classes' page requirements.
Even Murray State faculty members admit
to the grueling nature of the new course.
On the other hand, instructors have high
expectations of freshmen to better prepare
them for the work to come later in their
respective disciplines.
The bigger picture behind ENG lOS shows a
developing liberal arts program at Murray
State that looks to compete with even Ivy
League - like institutions such as Vanderbilt,
Penn State and Indiana University. Through
rigorous first years at Murray State, students
are ultimately more prepared to enter

advanced level courses.
As students progress, Staci Stone, chair for
the department of English and philosophy.
said students in all disciplines wiU encounter
writing intensive courses aimed at sharpening
writh:m communication skills.
To get an idea of just how broad the University's new emphasis on writing will
stretch, Stone said future students in the
accounting department can expect to
encounter a 200-levcl course named "Writing
in the Professions."
Through a new possible push for composition at Murray StaLe, the University hopes to
ensure student exposure to writing through·
out their college career - and not just in a
HUM 2U course.

what do you think•••
what is the most "thrifty" thing you have ever done?

I

''Going through people's couches to find
change to wash my car."
1'EST' 1

ser. 1

Jay Hite • Morganfield, Ky.
junior
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' Searched for over a month to find the
cheapest flight I could."

Kurt Brown ·Hickman, Ky.
senior

I

'il made a Huggies diaper box into a coffee
table. I've been living the good life ever
smce.
•

I

Kim Hixon • Paducah, Ky.
junior
Kristen M11ler/Thc News

Letters

Your voice

Holiday images outshine charitable values

Mix holiday traditions, create a new celebration
Chrismahanukwanzikah.
blame
the
Roman
Catholics.
Say you have an agenda, a
philosophy or an idea to
spread to the world at large.
But everyone is too
wrapped up in their own
agendas, philosophies and
ideas to bother with whatever
it is you're selling. Solution:
mooch. Take a popular holi·
day, suck the life force from it
and make it yours.
You can even pick and
choose from several holidays
to mask your fraud.
Just make sure to celebrate
your holiday on or near the
most celebratory of days, thus
leaching attention through
calendar association. What?
Is it coincidence Kwanza
begins the day after Christmas
and lasts one day less than
Hanukah?
Christmas and Easter have
been so long celebrated we
have all but forgotten the
pagan foundings of the ChristI

Charlie Cox
Cox is an alumna and
the head of student
employment for Murray State Food Services
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mas tree and Easter bunny.
Yet, I have a sneaking suspi·
cion of where Kwanza
founder Maulana Karenga yep, that's the name of the
actual guy who made up the
"traditional" holiday in 1966 got the idea for Kwanza
seven-candled kinara.
Does the Hanukkah menorah ring any bells?
It even rhymes.
All this holiday mooching
doesn't bother me.
It's great marketing strate·
gy.
What bothers me is one lit·
tie three-lettered word - our.
Immediately, that one word
implies two more - not yours.
Kwanza is littered with the
word.
Take, for example, the defi·
nition of one of the seven
principles of Kwanza: "Nia
(Purpose) to make our collective vocation the building and
developing of our community
in order to rc..-store our people
to their traditional greatness."

(Definition taken from officialkwanzaawebsitc.org).
Now forget it was an
African-American who wrote
those words.
Imagine it to be a EuroAmerican with Aryan roots
speaking those words to a
white community.
What changes? Are the
words not the same? Ours.
Not yours.
Why the double standard?
I have one Chrismahanukwanzikah wish: for all people
to be able to speak freely without the fear of offense.
For there to be no more us
and them, ours and yours.
To erase race, literally, from
the books, from university
applications, from scholarship
applications.
For a community to be a
community, not a black community, or a white community, or a Hispanic community.
So what if that's more than
one wish, I'm wishing it anyway.
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Dear Editor,
All of the commercials paint a beautiful, carefree holiday
season. The real it)' facing many people this year, however will
not be the same as what we are seeing on our televisions.
[ know we arc all competent, intelligent human beings who
know the hardships being faced by many within our commu·
nities at school and at home.
Looking at how fortunate we all have been this year (even
when it doesn't seem like it at first), some self reflection on
what is most important this holiday se.1son would benefit so
many people.
Things arc just things and hold no value beyond what we
place onto them, so shouldn't we instead focus on only asking
for needed items instead of wanted or desired goods this holiday season?
Just imagine how much good could come out of all of us reevaluating our priorities, removing the binds that things have
over our lives and acting selflessly by offering to spend the
money we normally would spend on the empty promises associated with our most coveted things and instead provide memories or goods for those who have been less fortunate than us.
I hope the consumerism apparent in our day-to-day lives can
be squashed long enough for us to find our humanitarian side
and give to others who are in desperate need, and then allow
our needs to come second, even if just for this one time.
Please consider the needs of others over the shopping season because if we refuse to acknowledge the desperation
looming in the holiday spirit for so many people, then who will
help brighten the spirits and lighten the load of those less fortunate?
-Sara M. Mcintosh, graduate student from Martin, Tenn.
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Should taxpayers bailout automakers?
NO
YES
Punish greed,
refuse aid to
wealthy CEO's
The federal government seems
to be under the impression that
we are not in an economic crisis,
but rather playing a game of
Monopoly
with
unlimited
amounts of "get out of jail free"
cards. The bailout of the Big
Three automakers (GM, Chrysler,
Ford) should be the American
peoples line in the sand.
The basic principle of the
bailout system is irresponsible.
There is no amount of accountability being distributed to the
recipients of these stimulus packages, and this blank check mentality can only spawn more fraudulent operations among those who
treated the problem in the first
place.
The bailout proposal is dangerous to the American economy
namely becausc of its no guarantee nature.
There is no guarantee that it
will do anything but prolong the
inevitable crash of these manufactures or that taxpayers will see
any return on the investments
they've made.
And why should taxpayers be
asked to aid a sickly collection of
automakers when no reform is
promised?
The Big Three should be forced
to tile chapter 11. making it possible to merge into a smaller. more
unified company, one without the
old hands of outdated union policies strangling its progression
into a competitive market.
Also under the chapter ll
option, the current employees of
the major manufacturers would
be able to continue working and
earning a paycheck.
The push into reform would be
not only beneficial to the industry
but to the environment.
With the green movement gain·
ing momentum and the price of
gas fluctuating unprt!dictably,
new technology such as electric
and water powered cars would be
essential to rebuilding a consumer
base that would keep revenue in
the b lack.
These new technologies would
create new jobs and put the U.S.
on the path of conservation that
has been long hoped for.
A break from the oil industry
would also be beneficial to our
overall financial position in the
world market.
There is no real proof that the
bailouts arc even working. After

Joe Duncan
is a senior
from Manitou. Ky.

the trillions that have been
shelled out to the banks and credit lenders there has not been any
signs that the market is going to
stabilize.
With no absolute foundation
I'm not convinced that there is
enough evidence to support such
a risky d istribution of the nations
unstable budget.
According to Jim Bianco of
Bianco Research, the estimated
inflation-adjusted cost of WWII
was $4.6 trillion.
According to the Bloomberg
News Service the tab being left
for taxpayers to pick up on the
bailouts so far is $7.6 trillion. not
counting the proposed auto
bailout.
So consider this. we are paying
close to double the amount of four
years of fighting the Germans and
their Axis allies to help greedy
executives continue not contributing to the working class
American.
The American public should
not be asked to keep breaking
their backs so that the top l percent can keep living a care free
life full of executive parties and
private jet rides.
If the American government
can give out literally trillions of
dollars on failing and fraudulent
businesses and fund a bogus war
effort, I think it is reasonable to
ask why there are still Americans
without health care and why educational institutions are being
asked to cut back budgets and
return state and federal money.

Money should
help workers

For years the CEO's of GM,
Ford and Chrysler have operated
on this philosophy that what is
good for us. is good for the country, while ignoring consumers'
preferences for safer and more
fuel-efficient cars.
They kept building the wrong
cars and making bad business
decisions.
Now they are flying their corporate jets to Washington and
begging to be bailed out of this
mess that they have created.
Oh excuse me, after being criticized for this, they realized how
bad it looks and decided to drive
from now on.
The funny thing is that all three
CEO's - Rick Wagoner, Alan
Mulally and Bob Nardelli - have
offered to take a generous pay cut
to a $1-per-year salary if that
helped them obtain a share of this
$34 billion (which has increased
from $25 billion last month) that
they are asking for. Can 1 see that

in writing, please!
But come on. really, a pay cut?
How about a job cut?
The CEO's of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac certainly got a job
cut. Why not thest' CEO's.
Do we discriminate now
against the level of bad decision
making?
We need to look at the bigger
picture here. It isn't about bailing
out idiot CEO's: it's about bailing
out the working mothers and
fathers who are trying to survive
and support a family based on the
jobs they have in this failing
industry.
lf we do not do this bailout, the
U.S. will end up in not only a
deeper recession but essentially
another great depression.
Millions of people will lose jobs
and as a direct result of auto
industry jobs being cut, other
businesses will fail as well.
It will create a domino effect of
unemployment.
I think the government knows
this and because of it, it is doing
what it can to make darn sure it
knows where that money is going.
The government is requiring
detailed plans and information
about how it is going to use the
money and I think it needs to
heavily regulate the plans to make
sure that this bailout money is
being put to good use.
1 mean. what is tht• point of
bailing these companies out if
they are not going to use the
money to save jobs?
But this needs to stop here at
the auto industry. What message
are we sending out to these other
industries?
As long as you're big enough
and mess up enough. the U.S. government will give you billions of
dollars to get you back on your
feet.

lllat do you link?
Does ... f*-1 &ovenlleat ... respoasiblllty to lid tile . . . .
the lldlstry7
AccordirMJ to aGallup poll conducted Nov. 13·16, out of aQroup of 1,009
people polled, 47 percent favor, 49 percent oppose and 4percent have
no opinion about abailout for The BiCJ Three Automakers.

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
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Kyle Smith
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would be your first cabinet appointment if elected president of the United States of America?
"Secretary of Treasury: Lil
Wayne. He's loaded.''

"I would say Dick Vitale as
Secretary of State."

"Someone who actually knows what
they are doing."

The seven deadly sins
of the holiday season

Casey Helton
is a senior
from Louisville, Ky.
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From being trampled
to death under a sliding door to having a
shoot-out over the latest Tickle Me Elmo
doll. American consumerism during the
holiday season has
gotten way out of control.
Alaina
Every year, savvy
Zanin
marketers, advertisers
and store managers
show no shame in putting out Christmas
decorations two weeks before trick-ortreating. But. 1 contend holiday hoopla
has gotten progressively worse this year.
It's almost too ironic that the cardinal
sins - otherwise known as the seven
deadly sins - which originated in Christian teachings, are the most committed
during a celebration that is supposed to
be centered around the birth of Christ.
These seven deadly sins rear their ugly
heads at the most unsuspecting moments
and will ruin the happiest of holiday
moments.
To avoid over-indulgence, that nonetoo-pleasant holiday hangover and
Christmas burnout, keep these sins in
mind as you navigate your way through
those obligatory holiday gatherings and
shopping expeditions.
• Sin No. 1: Lust
Before you start butt-pinching and
grab-assing with the cutie dressed as Mrs.
Claus standing next to the eggnog.
remember. Not everyone likes to be
thrown under the mistletoe and molested.
Let's keeps the fondling and inappropriate behavior to a minimum at your work
Christmas parties.
• Sin No. 2: Gluttony
Whipped mashed potatoes with butter
and garlic, honey-smoked spiral-cut ham.
sweet potatos with melted brown sugar
and toasted marshmallows - with a menu
like this it's no wonder being gluttonous
is hard to avoid during the holidays. But
that apple pie a la mode may come back
to haunt you, in the form of cellulite on
your rear end.
• Sin No.3: Sloth
As holiday tradition goes, after your
belly's full it's time for a nice little nap in
front of the TV. Even though the holidays
are a time to take a break from the stresses of work and school. don't let your brain
cells go completely on hiatus. Functioning at all the next week may pose a problem.
• Sin No. 4: Greed
With our bigger-is-better, kecping-upwith-the-Jonescs American mentality it's
no wonder this sin goes hand-in-hand
with the holidays. Don't forget Christmas
is supposed to be about giving - not get·
ting.
• Sin No. S: Envy
So neighbor Bob did get the Lexus he'd
been asking for all year and your sister
Sally did get the Prada backpack from
Santa. While your face may be turning
green with envy. take solace in the fact
that at least no one can accuse you of
being greedy.
• Sin No. 6: Pride
Victory! You waited outside Best Buy
in the wee hours of the morning and
stampeded through the herd of other present-hungry mall-goers in hopes of find·
ing the best gift ever for your loved one.
You see it: the last copy of "The Dark
Knight" in the store. As you revel in your
shopping success. don't pridefully wave it
around because it may just get snatched
out of your hand. Clutch it to your chest,
run to the register and hurdle small chil·
dren if you have to.
• Sin No. 7: Wrath
While screaming children, line-cutters
and bad drivers arc all annoying and seem
to populate the mall more frequently during the holidays, this does not give you a
free pass to pull out your shotgun and
shoot up Toys-R-Us. Chill out people.
Christmas shopping should not be a life·
or-death situation.
Sins aside, don't let the hyped up holiday marketing crush your Christmas spirit.
I think we could all usc a few reminders
about what the holidays are really about:
A hope for peace on earth and goodwill to
all.
Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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!Online system offers timely payment
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor
If you checked yom Murray State e-mail
: within the last week, you may have seen a mes' sage about the University's latest step toward
' becoming technologically savvy. This e-mail
gives students, faculty and !'taff their username
and directions to setting up a new password
online at MyGatc Luminis.
With this feature, paid employees can keep
track of their work hour5 through a system
• called Banner.
''It's not a clock-in feature. but a means of
reporting time ... very similar to what you do
now," Jackie Dudley. accounting director and
University Project Team Leader, saiu.
Allowing departmental supervisors to
approve and keep track of employees' hours.
Dudley said students would get paid more
punctually than ever bdore.
"We have a large number of students where
paperwork has11't gotten through for them to
get paid," Dudley said. ''(Students) are employees just like everyone else.... We want to pay
them on time.''
' While paying students in a timely fashion is
' a concern for the University, Dudley said Lhose
who are filling our timecards online are responsible for logging in hours worked lhrough Banncr by the deadline.
Supervisors can check the dates for time card
deadlines through procedure central's payroll
calendar accessed through MyGate.
''Time cards can be completeU anywhere you
get Internet connection," Dudley said. "It's no
longer. 'I wonder where that timecard is? It's all
in a central place."

Though Dudley said a late fee is assessed to
the vice presidents of University departments,
the program would allow a learning period.
"Thjs is a way to encourage folks to meet the
• deadline," Dudley said.
While the current MyGate system only
allows for filling out timecards, timecard
approvals by supervisors and leave reports for
administrative staff employees, Dudley said the
future of MyGate is promising.
"We're working on the core products to communicate with students so they don't have to
come to Sparks Hall for everything," Dudley
said..
Not only making MyGate the hub of communication for the University, Dudley said it
would take a year for the system to allow students to personalize and customize their pages,
a feature Kelly Dick, junior from Murray and
student worker in the Provost Office, said is
important to students.
''I'm used to something that looks like facebook or MySpace," Dick said. "I just hard to
navigate where everything is. I'm not too keen
on (MyGate) but it's just going to take some
getting used to."
Dick said she was apprehensive about possible mishaps.
"I'm worried about if they have all the glitches out of iL before we start utilizing it for everyone's wages and pay," she said.
A:ftcr months of training and preparing for
the launch of the system, Dudley said she had
other concerns.
"The biggest issue will be logging on." DudIcy said. "We don't feel our student population
will have any trouble filling out the timecards."
Though some may consider Murray State

may behind the curve as far as technology goes,
Dudley said the University made a careful decision to invest in the system.
"It was a costly project and the institution
has thought about it for a number of years," she
said.
Dudley said financial, infrastructural and
commitments dealing with time resources
were major concerns that lead to the year of
analyzing and ultimately choosing a vendor.
"The scope of the project is $8 million," Dudley said.
With Banner and the new MyGate system,
Dudley said the University would facilitate better, have an audit and record trail for keeping
time and payments and supervisors can monitor employees' time cards.
In addition to the various sessions informing
the University community on the general information, web time entry, approvals and leave
reports, Dudley said a Go Live Center would be
~vailable for those needing one-on-one training
from 8:30a.m. until 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, in Wells Hall room 325.
Dudley said the training is not substitution
for going to an informational session.
For students who have already set up their
MyGate accounts Dudley cautions them to
keep their passwords confidential.
"It's critical that you keep that password to
yourself." Dudley said.
Help Desk workers are also available to
assist in resetting passwords and logging students, faculty and staff onto MyGate from 4:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday through Friday in
Waterfield library.
Said Dudley: ''Everyone's going to have to get
on at some point, but l would advise everyone

Phulo llluslr.Jtiun hy Krisll·n Miller/The Nev.s

to get on and contact us if they have questions."
Robin. Phelps can be reached at
robini.phclps@ murr:rystate.edu.

.University Store director retires after 44 years of employment
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
University Store Director Jack
Vaughn is retiring nftcr 44 years of
dedication to Murray State.
· Vaughn originally came to Murray
State as an undergraduate student
from Fairfield, Ill.
. During his second semester at the
University, Vaughn said he st<1rted
working at the store as a stock boy .
When he received his B.S. in Agriculture in 1968, Vaughn was offered
and accepted, the promotion to
• assistant manager.
Whlle working as assistant man-

"I've never had a day where I didn't want to come into
work. I like everything about it. ... Not many people
after 44 years can still say they love what they do."

-Jack Vaughn
University Store director
ager,
Vaughn
remained in school and earned his
Master's in Agriculture in 1974.
Vaughn was also offered several
jobs within the horse feed and agriculture fields.

Vaughan said he ultimately had to
reject the companies' offers. He and
his wife, an ndministralive assistant
in the College of BUlliness and Public
Affairs, decided to remam at the
University.

"We just love Murray State and
always have," Vaughn said. "We've
been very fortunate to have the University community and raise our
kids here."
Finally, in 1994, Vaughn was promoted to the position of Director of
the University Store.
Vaughn has remained in that same
position for the past 14 years.
"I've never had a day where I didn't want to come into work," Vaughn
said. "I like everything about it. ...
Not many pcoP,le after 44 years can
still say they love what they do."
· Although Vaughn is retiring. he
said he plans on remaining busy

with his family and hobbies.
''I will probably do the part-time
thing," Vaughn soid.
"I think my wife's got a few projects she'd like me to do in this early
retirement. I'U probably do things
around the house that need to be
done that I haven't gotten the chance
to before. I have four grandchildren
and I would like to visit them a little
more. I wttnt to see them play basketball and soccer some more."
Effective in January 2009, Karol
Hardison will replace Vaughan as
University Stor.e director: -

Amanda Cridi·r: c.1n be reached at
amanda.cridt•r@murraystate.cdu.
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Team hosts 33rd Annual College Rodeoi
Hailey K e r c heval
Staff writer

Photos hy Melissa De Young/Til~ Nev,;s '

William Stites, freshman from Grantville, Penn .. saddles a bronco at the College Rodeo last weekend.
(left) Grant Bauman, graduate stu·
dent from Mulkeytown, Ill., rides a
bull.
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Hailey Kercheval can be reached at hailey.,
kercht!Va/@murraystatc.cdu.
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(Middle) Emily Bilyeo, junior from Ava.
Mo., lasso's a calf in a competition.
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"They say rodeo is like a drug- once you've had a
taste of it you keep coming back for more," Cassie
Hartter, junior from Mackinaw, Ill., and Murray
State Rodeo Team member said.
The Murray Stall' Rodeo Team hosted its 33rd
Annual College Rodeo Nov. 20-23 at the Cherry
Expo Centre.
Unlike many sports, rodeo is about the competitor
a11ainst the animal, which is sometimes dangerous.
According to Current Sports Medicine Reports,
typical rodeo injuries include finger amputations
during calf roping. sprains to the knee, shoulder or
ankle and chronic problems that develop from such
injuries. Riders are also at risk of being gored or
stomped after dismounting or being thrown from an
animal.
"It's a major adrenaline rush," Derek Lawson,
graduate student from Murray, and the Murray State
Rodeo Team assistant coach, said.
Lawson said he has been around horses and cattle
since second grade. He competed in bull riding,
bareback bronco riding and s addle bronco riding
from high school thruugh his undergraduate years at
Murray Statl~.
"I like the challenge ... it's somewhat stressful, but
relaxing in a way to just let go of everything else for
a short period of time," he said.
According to the Murray State Rodeo Team head
coach J.D. Vanhooser, rodeo participants, particularly bull and bronco riders, must have flexibility.
"They don't know what bull or bronco they'll get
in the rodeo arena," he said. "It is important fo r
them to realize they are competing against the animal they've drawn, not the other guy."
The Murray State Rodeo Team, comprised of 63
cowb\>ys and cowgirls. is one of 13 schools in the

Ozark Region of the National Intercollegiate Rodeo •
Association.
There are several events in which collegiate
rodeo participants can compete. Men's events
include bull riding, both saddle and bareback bronco riding, team roping, calf roping and bulldogging.
Women's events include barrel racing, goat tying,
breakaway roping and team roping.
Cassie Hartter, a barrel racing competitor, spends
hours every week training.
~
"l train at least four times a week, two of which •!
are with my barrel coach," she said. "I practice as l:
much as possible before a rodeo. Usually at Jea.st
three hard cover days of barrel practice and one day l
of just muscle work for both my horse and myself, '
and then a day off before the rodeo to rest up and
prepare.''
"'
Training is very important for the rodeo team.
Vanhooser said the riders spend time in the practice
pen everyday and get on the horses or bulls once a
week.
"It's timing, slow work and preparation," he said.
"They have to get to the point where they can react
to a situation that is endangering to their lives an d
still treat it like it's another day at work."
Vanhooser said his team prepares themselves
mentally before an event by picturing the perfect
run or ride in their minds.
"There arc always variables you can't prepare for,
but they can plan out what they have to get done so
they're ready," he said.
Hartter said she gets nervous before each run.
"I definitely have to kt.'ep myself calm and con- r
centratcd so 1 don't lose my head when I get in the
alley," she said. "It's a total adrenaline :r ush and it
takes years of practice to master that much adrenaline and use it to your advantage."
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Sophomore Quard lsacc Miles drives past a defender in a 67-61 win over Indiana State.

cers tou
out strai
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Freshman forward Ivan Aska dropped 20 points on the Western Kentucky Hllltoppers lncludinQ this and·1
in the third quarter. The Racers went on to win 89-61.
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Will Pinkston
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Til Murray State men's basketball

team opened its OVC schedule yesterday in Richmond, Ky., against the
4-2 Eastern Kentucky University
Colonels, before traveling to Morehead, Ky., tomorrow to play another
conference game against the 2-6
Eagles of Morehead State.
The EKU Colonels are coming off
three back·to·back wins against
Thiel College, Fairleigh Dickinson
and Akron, in which the Colonels
have won by a margin of at least 12·
points.
The Colonels arc led by top-scorer
Mike Rose, senior guard from
Naperville, Ill. Rose, who was
named the OVC Player of the Week
this past week, is averaging 20.3
points, 7.7 rebounds, is shooting 54.8
percent from the field and 50 percent
from the three-point arc.
"Mike Rose is probably playing as
well as anybody in our league," Head

-

Coach Billy Kennedy said at Man·
day's P,ress conferenc~ "He's a good
player, he's got ~ood she ... hl:~oot$
the ball really well ~ be ctrlves tt.._
right as well as anybody in the
league. We're going to have to do a
good job against him."
The Racers are 2-4 in regular season play when facing EKU over the
past three seasons. with a few close
games ending in overtime, but the
visiting Racers have a good chance
against the Colonels this season,
because of their defense.
''We've done a good job guarding
these last two years (against Rose),"
Kennedy said. ~we've held him to
less than 15 points every game he's
played, less than his average, but late
in the game, he's made a couple of
big threes that have hurt us."
Once the Racers finish up at East·
ern Kentucky, the team will then
travel to Morehead State to face the
2-6 Eagles, on Dec. 6.
The Eagles opened their season
with an exhibition win against Car-

KighV7he Nm•s

leton University at home on
Wednesday, the.n dropped six·
str~~t \0\\{..~~ames before
deleating'CeJittlll'forfda otkQV. 30
in the Cancun Challenge, hosted in
Mexico.The Eagles faced a number
of high ranked teams over their sixgame losing streak, including Vanderbilt, Louisville and Florida A&M.
"That's been just a tough schedule
on the road," Kennedy said. "They
had a good win against Central Flori·
da (Sunday night). When you beat a
Conference USA team that finished
in the upper half last year, then
you've got a decent enough team to
win games."
Morehead's Leon Buchanan leads
the Eagles, averaging 12.9 points and
5.6 rebounds per game and is SO percent from the line. The Racers are 60 in regular season play against the
Eagles in the past three seasons.
"They've got a lot of guys returning from last year and so we'll have
to play well," Kennedy said. "It's a
tough place to play and it's a tough

place to be."
Fraliex played well, but Tyler HolThe-- Racers nr.e traveling to E:KU
loway, Kevin Thomas, Isaac Miles
anQ.:MorS!tl~ad comin~ off a 1~ ..;_ejust for whatever reason didn't play
victory against the St. Cathdfrfe
well. St. Catherine played really
Patriots at the RSEC un Nov. 29.
well. We needed to put them away
Though the Racers' came away with
in the ftrst half and we didn't '" that
the win, Kennedy believes the team
gave them new life and they had
can play better.
three pretty good players who ar~
Murray State led the game after
capable of scoring and they hurt us...
the first half with a score of 39-35,
With the Racers heading to EKU
however, St. Catherine w;~s able to
and Morehead at the end of the
score U·points off of Murray State
week, Kennedy had a lot tu say about
turnovers.
how tough the Ohio Valley Confer·
In thl! second half, Murray State
ence is shaping up this year <tnd why
fmishcd the night with 37· points and
it could be a difficult year for all
reduced the points off turnovers to
OVC teams.
only five points.
"This is the best the league's been
Sophomore
forward
jeffery
since f've been here," Kennedy said.
McClain led the Racers with 20
''Most of the teams in our league
points and shot 14·14 frorn the freehave beaten a conference opponent
throw line. McClain tied the single
where their conference was rated
game free-throw record set in 1966
higher than ours was last year: (the
by former Racer Don Duncan.
OVC) is definitely deeper and it's
"Our guard play wasn't very good,
going to be better than it has in the
they just didn't prepare themselves
past."
to play," Kennedy said. "jewuan
WjJJ Pinkston can be reached at
william.pinkston@murraystatc.cdu.
Long did some good things and Matt

Wolllen hit road for EKU, Morehead:=
Elizabeth Johnson

The whole offense started scoring in the sec·
ond half. •·
Colorado State took a 31-18 lead with a 13·0
run in the first half, but the Racers responded,
leaving the court at halftime trailing the Rams
32·39.
The Rams ran away again in the middle of
the second half, but Murray State was able to
battle back to within two points of its oppo·
nents.
Murray State was out-rebounded 43·28 but
able to bold the Rams defensively while adding
buckets offensively for the much-deserved win.
"We had some freshman come out playing
strong." Cross said. "Amber Guffey playe'il
great both games and was phenomenal against
Colorado State. Hayes did a great job leading
the team, encouraging her teammates. Tne
tournament was a good experience for every;

Staff writer
The Murray State women's basketball team
hit the road yesterday to kickoff conference
play at Eastern Kentucky before heading over
to play Morehead State at 1 p.m tomorrow.
"We look at thest.• games just like we're getting ready for any other road trip," Head Coach
Rob Cross soid. "We've been practicing and
getting them ready for the games."
The Racers claimed third place in the Coors
Rocky Mountain Invitational after a 50-85 loss
to No. 21 Florida State and a 75-70 victory over
the tournament host, Colorado State.
"I was very happy with our performance at
tbe tournament," Cross said. "Young players
who don't have a lot of game experience got to
be in that environment, playing against Florida
State who is ranked in the top 25 teams."
Although both the Seminoles and Murray
State entered the opening game of the tournament, Florida State took advantage of its size
and ability to penetrate and score from the
paint where it put up 46 points.
"It was a tough night for us," Cross said. "We
played well for about 25 minutes and then we
sort of panicked, but I'm proud of way we
responded second night."
Florida State continued its dominance, with
49 rebounds to Murray State's 25. The Seminole's 50.8 (32-of-63) shooting percentage outweighed that of Murray State's and proved to
be a key component in the win.
"We played well in the first half against
Florida State," senior b'Uard Amber Guffey said.
"Unfortunately, in the second half we go domi·
nated."
Murray State's leaders were Amber Guffey
with 16 points and junior forward Ashley
Hayes, who added IS to the scoreboard. Senior

:•

one.~

Junior guard Mallory Luckett plays defense durl119 a game this season against Mid-Continent. The Racers beat
the Cougars 103-53. Irs the second time the Racers topped the 100 malt this season.
guard Paige Guffey tallied seven rebounds for a
career-high. With three blocks, senior forward
Angela Mullins set a career best, helping Murray State reach a season high of five blocks.
Amber Guffey led the way for the Racers in

the win over Colorado State, accounting for 36
points of the team's final score.
"We played badly in the fir:a half," Amber
Guffey said. "We weren't scoring, so 1 had to
shoot. It just happened to be that 1 was hitting.

Freshman center Kayla Lowe played a b~
part in the come-from-behind victory, record·
ing eight points, five rebounds and two three:
pointers, all career-highs. Senior guard Paige
Guffey assisted with 14 points, shooting 100
percent from the free-throw line. With her 5'2
points in both games of the tournament, Amber
Guffey was named to the Invitational Ali·Tou.t·
nament team and earned OVC Player of the
Week honors.
"I believe they learned a lot about them·
selves as a team against Florida State and real·
ly became a team when playing Colorado
State," Cross said. "We've got to make sure that
carries over to the rest of the season. Being able
to be together and bond before going on a con·
fercnce road trip was good for us. Getting a win
on the road before starting OVC play should
helpful"

be

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at
clizabetha.johnson@murraystatc.cdu.
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Selected by the 2008 Kentucky Book Fair

t The Ancient Book of Enoch
All herald the return ofan ancient evil in

t The Potion of Circe

THE

MADONNA
OF

AND

t The Sonnets of Shakespeare

SHADOWS

DARKNESS

RENT STARTING
AT$340/ MO.

And Father Sam Stone must
act as a private eye to save a
young girl from becoming a
victim of the supernatural!

NOW LEASING FOR
FALL2009!

Available at the Murray
State University Bookstore
and online at Amaz.on.com,
Barnes & Noble and
AuthorHouse.
kykenn.com
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by Kenneth Tucker
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Each week, The News will pick some of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit a play for consideration in Hot Shots,
contact Alison Mugler at allson.mugler®murraystate.edu.

Elaine Kight/The News

Above: Senior point guard Amber Guffey was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week
after scorino 52 total points at the Coors Rocky Mountain Invitational. She earned all-tournament
honors as she shot 12 of 18 for a total of 21 points against Colorado State.
Below: Senior outside hitter Alison Mugler (left} and sophomore middle blocker Sara Hayden (right)
were named to the OVC All-Tournament Team for the performances during the conference tournament MuQier earned 14 kills, 46 digs, six blocks and two service aces, while Hayden recorded 4$
kills, six blocks and hit an overall .448 hittlno percentage.
•

Elaine Kight! The New·

Sophomore forwward Jeffery McClain was namea Ohl o Valley Conference's Newcomer of ttie Week for his l)ei'fonnances In
Murray State's wins over Indiana State and St. Catharine last week. McClain had nine rebounds In the team's victory over Indiana and tied a Murray State record against St. Catharine, hitting 14 of 14 at the free throw line.

Will Pinkston!T/le News

1303 Chestnut Street · Murray · 270-753-8767

@ l}RADLE}' Rl'
6) BOOK COMPANY 6)
DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS

CASH FOR .BOOKS!
Our Textbook Buy Back Program nets you up to 70 percent of your money back!

FINALS WEEK
EXTENDED BUYBACK HOURS
Monday-Friday
8 am. - 6 p.m.
At our Chestnut Street location and on campus in the Vitello's parking lot!
We will buy back books bought from ANYWHERE and don't forget we have the ...

PREPACKAGED TEXTBOOK SPECIAL
Simply drop off your schedule of
classes by Dec. 12 to
SAVE BIG & reserve your textbooks
for the Spring semester!

bradleybook.com
or by calling toll free:
@

1-888-266-5040

CIJARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
ON COLLECE TEXTBOOKS...
PERIOD!
...
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National news and gossip that$ sure
to spice up your lunch conversation

I IS,
checking it twice

Infonnation and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed by Assistant Features Editor
Charlotte Ky le.

Swayze winning fight against cancer
Patrick Swayze is
angry about tabloid
reports saying he
does not have long
to live.
, The actor. who
, was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer
e;uJicr this year,
issued a statement
Tuesday afflrming
that so far he is winPatrick
ning his fight against
the disease and
Swayze
responding well to
treatment.
"They're reporting that rm on my last '
legs and saying goodbye to my tearful
family," Swayze said. "It's upsetting that
~tl1e shoddy and reckless reporting from
:tbese publications cast a negative shadow
; 00:the positive and good fight I'm fight-

...
·~wayzc,

The holiday season not only brings
spirit and cheer, but also provides the
world with a new array of holidaythemed movies and albums each year.
Instead of spending all your cash at the
theater to check out "Four Chr istmases,"
The News recommends staying in with
. these classic holiday movies.
Throwing a holiday party and need
tunes? Don't worry- a few helpful album
suggestions will keep everyone at your
shindig satisfied.

~·

•

who stars in the upcoming

A&E series ''The Beast," said such cover-

age is tantamount to "emotional cruelty."
ana angers him "when hope is so pre•
•cJous."
Hudson in-law charged with kil.lings
William Balfour, Jennifer Hudson's
brother-in-law, was charged with murder
Tuesday in the shooting deaths of three
,of the actress's family members, including the 7-year-old son of his estranged
wife.
Police have held Balfour in custody
since Oct. 24, when the bodies of Hudson's mother, Darnell Hudson Donerson,
and brother, Jason Hudson, were discovered in their South Side home.
The body of Julian King, Balfour's stepson and Hudson's nephew, was found in a
sport utility vehicle three days later.
Until Balfour's arrest in the murder
"case Monday, police had publicly identified him only as a "person of interest" in
the investigation.
Balfour, 27. is charged with three
counts of first-,degree murder and one
c~unt of felony home invasion.

1

"Elf"

Will Ferrell is the perfect combination of
innocent and hilarious In this 2003 film.
With quotable lines ("Buddy the Elf, what's
your favorite color?'1 and an all-star cast
(James Caan and Zooey Deschanel), "Elf"
is a future classic.

'coleman pleads,___..,.
no contest t o
charge
Gary
Coleman
pleaded no contest
to a disorderly con·
duct charge stemming from a September incident at a
, bowling alley.
The 40-year-old,
: who starred on TV's
Gary
! "Diffrcnt Strokes,"
:was ordered to pay a Coleman
' $100 fine in a Payson
court Tuesday. He also pleaded no contest to a reckless driving charge. which
the court will waive if he doesn't have
any other violations within a year.
According to court documents, Coleman, his wife and his bodyguard were
going bowling in Payson, about 60 miles
south of Salt Lake City, when Colt Rushton took a few photos of Coleman with
, his cell phone camera. Rushton's lawyer
! says Coleman's wife took Rushton's cell
~ phone, a scuffle ensued and then Cole: man ran into Rushton with his truck as he
• was backing out of the parking lot.

"Jingle All the Way"
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Sinbad star in
this light-hearted holiday flick. It's not
award-worthy film. but ,if you're u'\nlt•nn
laughs, watch
track down the

• Polansld requests dismissal of charge
Lawyers for Roman Polanski, a fugitive
for 30 years in a notorious sex case
involving a 13-year-old girl. filed a request
Tuesday to dismiss the charge against
him because of prosecutorial and judicial
m.Lc;conduct.
Polanski, 75, is living in France in selfimposed exile from the U.S. since fleeing
in 1978 after pleading guilty to having sex
with a 13-year-old girl in Los Angeles.
Polanski continued to direct films
while in exile, including the 2002 Holocaust drama "The Pianist," for which he
won the best-director Academy Award.
The woman with whom Polanski
admitted having sexual intercourse said
she wants the charge droppl·d and Polanski's allowance to return to the U.S.

Still bitter about the cancellation of
· Pushlnq Daisies"? Or perhaps you love
"Wicked.. Either uv. Kristin Chenoweth's
Christmas album offers traditional sonos
with the pint'Slzed sonostress' SOirinQ

vocal ranqe.

Elvis' 1957 Christmas albUm Is the top-

The holidays are about family, so why

selllno holiday album. and this year's

not celebrate the season with tracks from

release uses modem technoloQy to combine the previous worn of Presley with
new recordlnqs by artists such as came
Underwood and Olivia Newton-John.

everyone's favortte Motown family? The
JacXson 5 released an album full of hoDdays hits Including ·1Saw Mommy Klsslnq
Santa Claus" and ·Frosty the Snowman."
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Game merges two universes, superheroes rule
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Since 1992 one video game series has been
the gold standard in kicking ass and taking
names. That series is "Mortal Kombat." The
Koinbatants have stayed at the top nearly
unchallenged for that entire time. In the latest
ins~allment in the series, the Kombatants face a
ne·w challenge - superheroes.
.
4
Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe" features a
collision of worlds, literally. The MK universe
partially merges with the DC universt•, thrusting both sides into combat with themselves and
eacli other.
The story mode of the game goes to great
lengths to provide a logical frame for the game,
at least as logical as frozen ninjas holding their
own against the Man of Steel or the Dark
Knjght shrugging off a thunder god's lightning
blast can be. The story is playable from either
the MK or DC sides; each side just views the
other as an invasion force. Whichever side you
choose. you will play as most of that side's
characters throughout the game.
IJ?. the MK story mode, thunder god Raiden
blasts the villainous Shao Khan through a portal. At that same moment in the DC universe,
Surerman blasts the dark god Darkseid With his
heat vision as Darkseid enters a boom tube.
Thlj resultin~ explosions in both universes
cau~e Shao Khan and Darkseid to merge, forming , the creature Dark Khan. Somehow this
combines the two universes as well.
Dark Khan puts off an energy called Kombat
Rage that infects the inhabitants of both universes, causing their powers to either increase
or. decrease and giving them an insatiable
bloodlust. The Rage affects some characters
powers, giving characters like the Joker the
power to stand toe-to-toe with the mightiest
foe:;.
"Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe" features
:;omc new gamcplay additions. By pressing the
right button when in close quarters, the player
enters "Klose Kombat." The camera pulls in
clo~-e. The aggressor can press any button they

Photo courtesy gamespot.wm

The UMortal Kombat vs. DC Universe" universe partially meroes with the DC universe. thrusting both sides Into
combat with themselves and each other. MK Is rated Teen for blood, suooestlvethemes and violence.
wish. Each button maps to a different area of
the opponent to batter. The defending player
must try to match their opponent's button
presses to break free of the grapple.
Another new gameplay element is called
"Free-fall Kombat." It largely works the same
as Klose Kombat Knocking an enemy from one
level of an arena to a lower level triggers it.
While falling, the top character can continue to
wail on their opponent. The bottom character
must match the top char acter's button press
and they will switch sides. If the top character
chains together enough consecutive blow they

can launch a special finishing attack that ends
the fall with extra damage. Otherwise. the bottom character takes a set amount of damage,
plus the damage the aggressor caused during
the fall,
There is also a "Rage Mode." During the
fight, the characters' rage builds. When it
reaches a certain point they may trigger "Rage
Mode." During the duration, they are unstoppable. They take damage from attacks but they
are immune to the stun usually accompanying
hits.
In all. the game is fairly solid. If you're will-

ing to suspend disbelief and just wail on ninjas
with superheroes or vice versa then the game is
probably right up your alley.
The game can get a little frustrating at times.
The beginning levels of story mode or arcade
mode are too easy, but the later levels are
insanely hard with little in between. There arc
a severely limited number or arenas and after a
while every character starts to seem too similar
to the others. But, these concerns arc supposed
to be addressed via downloadable content
available by Christmas.
Another perhaps unforgivable sin the game
commits lies in its rating. The game is rated
Teen by the ESRB. It's the first MK game not
rated Mature. They achieved this by taking out
all the blood and gore. That's right: Scorpion
simply refuses to rip out people's spines! I
understand why they had to do this: the game
utilizes a DC license and the developers felt the
need to tone the game down for a younger
audience. This move, however, sort of pulls
MK's teeth. It's been one of the most popular
fighting games for over a decade because they
are so willing to completely annihilate each
other!
Still, in spite of this grave mistake, the game
is worth at least renting, if for no other reason
than hearing your favorite gaming buddy yell
"Damn it. Superman, you're just a big flying
butthead!"
"Mortal Kombat vs. DC Universe" is rated
Teen for blood, suggestive themes and v iolence.
Cody Arant can
be reached at
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.

cc
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter in the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an invisible wall
T wo lives: Nice way to waste a weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year

Deli
. provides speedy service, tempting Panini sandwiches made to order

Jess Nail

chicken, Philly cheese steak and
many others.
The subs are offered on 6-inch and
12-inch bread with turkey, ham, barbecue, roast beef, PhiUy cheese steak
or roasted chicken.
Andrew Lundy, bartender and
part-time manager, said the Philly
Cheese Steak is likely their most
popular sandwich.
"The Ph illy bas seasoned beef and
veggies, giving it a taste you can't
find anywhere else," he said.
Another popular item for Vitello's
Deli is the calzone and the other pizzas on the menu, Lundy said.
"We have the top three selling pizzas that we sell in Vitello's restaurant at the deli and we sell them by
the slice," Lundy said. "We have the
margarita, pepperoni and the calzone. The margarita has fresh feta
cheese, tomatoes and basil"
Lundy said he eats at the deli
almost daily since it opened this
summer.
"I have been working here o n-andoff for a year-and-a-half and the
manager wanted to open a deli to

Stt~ff writer

At first glance, the small brick
building with little outward d~cor
located-adjacent to the gates of cam·
pus may seem like just
another snackshop.
But inside, the
aroma of fresh
subs
and
homemade
pizza is a sign
Vitello's Deli
,
isn't just anoth·
: ~
cr run-of-the-mill
:
sandwich shop.
•& I passed Vitello's restaurant
ahd· made my way to the deli. I
expected a traditional Subway-like
eatery with a few sandwiches and
side items. Instead, I discovered the
mc·nu includes a wide variety of
chOices and a "you can have it your
way" set-up.
The menu includes Panini sand~iches. wheat, white and jalapeno
V:raps, basic luncbmeats, barbecue,
ch1cken salad, tuna salad, roasted

.

:·:n.elot

·::.Plate

.,···

isfying and the baked potato salad
was fresh and complimentary. I was
able to have a complete meal for less
than $7.
But if you are looking for an ~n
cheaper option, the sandwiches
come with an option of just chips
and the 6-inch subs start at less than
$3.
Vitello's Dell also offers green tea
and raspberry tea, if you are looking
for something other than soda.
As I was finishing up my ham and
cheese. one of the waiters brought in
a fresh-baked pizza that filled the
small space with the familiar smell of
the well-known Vitello's restaurant
just next door.
For me, the best part about the deli
was its location and speedy service.
My sandwich was dressed and toasted in just a few minutes and was conveniently in a building located right
outside of my building after class.
Vitello's Deli is open from 11 a.m.
to 8 p.m. and is located next to Vitello's restaurant on 113 S. 15th St.
Jess Nail can be reached at
'
jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.

Lauren Beii!The News

Andrew Lundy. bartender and part-time man19tr. prepares a sandwich at VItello's Dell
of sandwich I wanted to indulge in. I
add to the restaurants available near
campus and to help p romote food
started with the bread. I usually go
sales," he said. "It is close to campus
with wheat, but the Bavarian pretzel
and is really convenient for students
seemed too delicious to pass up. I
added a side of baked potato salad to
to come in a grab a sub or slice of
pizza for a low price."
my toasted sandwich and had a can
of Dr. Pepper as well.
It took me several minutes to survey the menu and decide what sort
The sandwich was more than sat-
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CLASSIFIEDS

For Sale: Comfy oversized couch. Excellent
condition. $150 or best
offer. Call 270-243-0394
for details.

.

Ready to sell your
oouch too? Advertise it
bere for only $3 for 20
words and 10 cents for
&ach additional word.
~ob opening for now or

for the summer? Same
rate!

.
Make your ad BOLD for

~nly $1 more!
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

PRiiiSUDbKiho~

flle Sudoku Source or "The Murray Stare Ne\vs'

.------------------------------------------. :
Visit

Monday to find the solutions
to these Sudoku puzzles.
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~......._al Feaste held this weekend
Alii want for Christmas ...

Laura Casb
Staff writer
Renaissance attire, old English
dialect and a feast complete with an
actual boar's head. Yes, it is time for
the annua1 Madrigal Fcaste.
Set during the time of the tudors,
this Renaissance-themed dinner
provides its audience with a
glimpse at Life centuries ago.
Bradley Almquist, director of
choral activities, said the dinner is
based on a medieval tradition for
which families traveled go from
castle to castle to celebrate the 12
days of Christmas.
Sticking to the theme of the 12
Days of Christmas, 12 tables arc
placed for the guests. Each table
competes against the others
throughout the two-and-a-half hour
event.
Past themes for the dinner have
been Charles Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," but this year's dinner
theme is Queen Elizabeth I.
Students are in charge of the
entire production. Almquist said he
writes the script for each dinner.
but the rest is left to the students. A
student even directs the choir, and
this year the d irector is Brad )l'tt.
senior from Paducah, Ky.
"(The production) has great
singing and it will get you in the
Christmas spirit," Jett said.
Jett said he was chosen for the job
based on his completion of choral
conduction classes and he is one of
the eldest cast members.
Jett said about 30 students arc
involved in the production and
rehearsals began in mid October.
Chamber choir, an auditioned
ensemble for smaller settings,
began rehearsing in September.
Members were cast through auditions and students were selected
based on their ability to sight-read
and their voice quality,
This year's cast consists of
singers and jesters, wenches and
stewards. There are also trumpet
and harpsichord players, and students are servin~ the meal.
The meal include£ fouruooaTau
with entertainment like singing 3nd
acting between courses.

"Baby, all I want for
Christmas is you.''
,•
Yeah, right.
• .
All I really want for ..
Christmas is money to '
pay my apar tment
rent and my horse:s '
boarding fees. One ~f '
those "cha, cha" Ch~a
pets I've recently seen
on
commercials '
Whitney
wouldn't be so bad
Harrod
either.
,
I know how it feels to have a boyfriend
around Christmastime, and now, how it' ·
feels not to have one. Either way, I've sur- ·
I vived the overzealous relatives playing th~
20-questions game about Mr. Wonderful'
or asking the nosy "what happened to soand-so" question.
Also this time last year. I felt the excitement that came with formulating the per"fect, creative Christmas gift. I bought Uni! •
versity of Missouri-his favorite football
team-logo felt and sewed together a cozy .
fleece blanket. Oddly enough. he ended up ' •
not specializing in the same gift--giving eti~ ·
queue. After dating 11 months, I received
no Christmas present in return. But rela•
tionships do follow the "give and take"
concept. Sometimes a person gives more
than he or she receives, and vice versa. • • •
Luckily most couples don't suffer froin
unrequited gift giving. But sometimes that •
doesn't matter because the love bug's ' •
favorite holiday (besides Valentine's Day) · •
is Christmas. 1 barf red hearts and confetti when I see jewelry commercials adv~
eating the perfect time of the season for a
man to propose to a woman. People dealPhoto ~:ourlcsy oi Jcs~ica Moore
ing with the absence of a significant other
may become flustered when witnessing·.
Amanda McGuire, Brad Jett and Christen Jones enjoy a hearty laugh during last year's Madrigal Feaste. This year's event occurs
classy
(or
not-so-classy)
couples
tonight and tomorrow in the lobby of Ordway Hall. Tickets cost
and admission fs limited to 120 peopleeach night
canoodling in SUVs on the interstate. • .
Such romantic, mushy-gooshy sightingso
sion of caricatures, music, dinner
Completing the night of holiday
may direct me away from the mistletoe
and the way the dinner is ordered,
celebration is what Almquist calls
aisle at Wal-Mart. Fortunately, I tell
'"a fractured fairytale"' from the
the procession of th~· bvar'.s lll'ad
myself, "Please. don't let this happen."-.
·Tonight and tomorrow In the lobby Instead, I think abou t the real meaning
Royal Fairytale Theater.
and trumpets blowing f:111fan~ s.
Audience members make up the
While cast mcmbt:rs ta ke their
the holiday season - celebrating the joy
of Ordway Hall
roles seriously, the feast is meant
cast for these fairytales but put
Christmas (or another seasonal holiday)
• 6:30p.m.
their ,own twist on it. "Goldilocks
for laughs and fun.
with family and friends who will a ways acv
• Tickets cost $25
and the Three Bears" is will be
Almquist said last year two audias a constant in my life. This Christmas. f •
ence members were so enthused
• Admls$ion IsH- to 120 1MJ0111t
acted out during this year's feast.
will choose to keep the bigger perspective
and one twist is that Baby Bear is in
during a plastk sword fight they
on life which does not involve the usual
• Tonight's event Is sold out
:.bl;oke thB-<SW.ord£;. •.
.....,.
junku'.:hig!Lcontent of this column.
Aud~Wt! members are·~
Laura Cash can be reached at
Aimquist said the production is
Whitney Harrod can be reached at •
to come incostume
historically correct with the inclulaura.cash@murraystatt•.edu.
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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If you go:

of :

of .

Serendipity On The Square
Desianer Replica S........_ and Hand.,_
ntfany
& Co. Starlin& Sliver Jewelry
;,.. ;;."
~)· ('f'.. i\..~

Seasonal Decor

.::.. 'tt:l! h
""' uiY

In House monop"ammln&

Many Qulted Hems avaHable ·
(purses, duffle bap, wallets, etc.)

69¢
CRISPY TACOS

Ml£!/l9U c~stz!MJU ·
109 5 4th St., Murray
270-761-BAGS (2247)

EVERY NIGHT 9 PM UNTIL CLOSE
~.._\'".ll,}r.·.,

I

~~d/'t~J.·J.

•·································

1T II EAT H t-: Si

I

.M ONTII

l 1 ~LI~ II TED $JOI

No Appoinnncnt Necessary!

~ol\ lcmhcrship

Fees!

1::::::::::::::::::::~~::1

:'\o Atttndrafts!

1 008 Chestnut S t .
Murray

l-J()l ' Bulbs!

Showtlmes on lho mtornel

1 Scs..;ion

$4.50
1&> l\ linures $21.60

90 ~linutL-s $12.6o
300 Minutc.c; $31.50
$54

moviesinmurrav.com

24-Hour lnfonnation Une

ANY 1WO RENTALS

MONDAY- TIIURSDAY.·

270.753-3314

FOR $4

MSUSTUDEm
. . ._ . . . . . . .11.

(DVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES~

(100 1\linut~

Gift Bags Available

RENT YOUR MOVIES
AT THE MOVIES

· Gift Certificates

••••..a..-r.-

•
·--..-.

FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CALL 270-753-8084

.&tABJc\~ -·.CkiMese aestAwrAMt
ALLDAY,ALL-YOU-CAN-EATBU~

lltt••• • lest Buffet In Townl
for lunch & dinner including:

More than 150 items

+toney Chicken
Bar
.PepPered
+lot Pan Chicken
·Sult\1
Shnmp ,
-Mussels
•Steak
-Buttered , •
.Chicken on a Slick
Shrfmp
oCod\1811 SMmp
•Ice Cream
-General Tso's
.Crab Rangoon
-Desur1 Bar
Chicken
638 M. 121M St. er- Goooo's- Orf~allvcn • UG-753-3788
•AppetiZers

·Soups

Tt'tr

MoM.-n..s.. 10:30 ....._- ICUO P.M.
Ftu.I. S.u. ICU O....._ • 11 P.M. • S..ICUO....._ · lO P....

~ ·
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